
Take, Make Learn – with Library Takeout!

Racing to Read

Take a Story Walk at Springfield Conservation Nature

Center to enjoy Squirrels Leap, Squirrel Sleep

"GET A CAB" is an acronym to help us remember the seven

dimensions of ABA. You can use acronyms in other ways to

teach your child and help them remember new information. 

When using acronyms to help kids commit ideas to memory,

the results are lasting and can be replicated in multiple

environments, with different sets of materials, and with new

people. 

At Burrell, we do this until a child can recall the information in

environments outside the clinic, with new people, and across a

wide array of stimuli, verbal and nonverbal directives, etc.

Practice using acronyms at home. Here are a few ideas and

resource to help. 

       https://thelibrary.org/kids/programs/takeout.cfm

       https://thelibrary.org/kids/racingtoread/index.cfm

       https://thelibrary.org/kids/programs/index.cfm
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Years at Burrell: 19

Role at Burrell: Administrative Assistant

Favorite Quote “In three words I can

sum up everything I've learned about

life: it goes on.”  Robert Frost

Best Part of Your Job: I’ve been

fortunate to have a position with a lot of

variance and a certain amount of

autonomy, so it helps keep it interesting.

I also have a fantastic work family! I

enjoy getting families started in the

evaluation process, and often giving

them resources to look in to while they

are waiting. I also like helping co-

workers problem solve issues or

concerns. It’s fulfilling to be able to meet

a need or make something simpler for

someone. 

melissa davenport

Fun Fridays

Please remember that our

Fridays will include water

play! Be sure to send

swimwear, a towel, and

sunscreen!

Noteworthy

Upcoming Events & Reminders

Be Well Community

Self-care, mindfulness, and more.

Tune in to Facebook Live on

Mondays and Fridays from 12:45-

1:15, and Wednesdays from 12-1

at facebook.com/burrellcenter.

Take, Make, Learn – with Library Takeout!

Visit any Springfield library branch through August

for a family Library Takeout kit that is filled with

ideas and materials to stretch your imagination!

You can also pick up the summer Racing to Read

activity card. 

The tree leaves become kind deeds written on paper hearts. We

encourage staff, caregivers, and clients to utilize the kindness tree in our

waiting room to share observations of all sizes of kindness! Did you hear

someone say “thank you?” Did you watch two children share a favorite

toy? Share those observations on the paper hearts by the tree to

encourage the reciprocity of kindness! (Please to protect the privacy of

all, do not use names. Thank you for understanding.)

A Kindness Connection Tree is a creative way to encourage acts of kindness. 

Monthly Try It

Using Visual Supports to Support Change 

We all use daily visuals to help us along the day, including traffic lights,

grocery lists, calendars, and more. The use of visuals can support a

learner through transitions and change. Visuals we use daily at Burrell

may include visual schedules, social stories, and choice boards. These

visuals communicate change the learner will see throughout the day by

supporting their understanding and their expression of language. 

burrellcenter.com


